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a b s t r a c t

The inexhaustible availability of solar irradiance and wind speed makes these natural resources major
contributors to a CO2 neutral energy system. Since these natural resources interact with temperatures,
this paper aims at determining their correlation with temperature derived heating and cooling degree-
hours (HDH and CDH) historically and based on climate projections towards 2100. The case study in-
vestigates demand and supply balancing requirements in three European climate regions Spain, Austria
and northern Europe. Two approaches are used to analyse the hourly correlation on different time scales
and the relationship of daily and weekly totals assuming storage. Understanding these interrelations
provides a basis for appropriate planning and forecasting in smart energy systems. While solar irradiance
does correlate strongly with CDH on hourly basis, achieving 0.80 in Spanish locations and 0.60 in Austria,
the relation between wind speed and heating demand is more complex only reaching moderate (0.40
e0.59) correlation with monthly storage in all regions. The relationship between solar irradiance and
heating needs, by contrast, seems promising in central and southern Europe by applying daily storage to
reach moderate to strong (0.40e0.79) results. While HDH will lose importance mostly in Madrid, but also
in Vienna and Stockholm, CDH will increase. The implications for final energy demand, however, require
consideration of additional parameters, such as energy efficiency measures on building insulation. Smart
energy systems, therefore, should embrace the positive correlation between solar irradiance and CDH,
and account for at least monthly storage of potential wind power to use VRE for heating and cooling
efficiently.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

EU climate goals strive for a CO2 neutral energy system until
2050. With the capability of PV and wind power plants to generate
renewable energy on a large-scale, the decarbonisation of the po-
wer sector is a primary goal. The continuous cost reduction of these
two renewable power technologies [1,2] is even expected to make
them undercut nuclear power cost for energy, capacity and flexi-
bility. Additionally, carbon capture and storage (CCS), despite many
hopes on an uptake of the technology [2], can only remain an op-
tion to mitigate or rather clear already occurred CO2 emissions [3].
To achieve climate goals and the decarbonisation of all end-
consumption sectors, the efficient use of these large-scale, vari-
able renewable energy sources (VRE) will be of great importance,
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although the management of their electricity feed-in imposes new
challenges to the energy system. If vast curtailment and lost po-
tential shall be avoided, VRE power generation, therefore, needs to
be balanced by storage or demand side management or made
available to other end-consumption sectors such as transport, in-
dustry and residential heating and cooling. For this purpose, either
the direct electrification of these processes or the application of
transformation technologies (e.g., power to gas) is required, to
provide electricity as other forms of energy. This requires a new
level of integration and a paradigm shift away from considering
individual energy sectors (gas, electricity and heat), storage and
demand towards a fully integrated supply system, as intended in
smart energy systems [4]. To understand these storage or trans-
formation needs, however, the patterns of and interrelation
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between natural resources and energy demand need to be
understood.

The VRE availability varies widely with the considered climate
region. While the world's northern regions have long been known
for their successful use of wind energy and the rougher northern
climates cause substantial heating demand, southern countries
build on vast availability of solar irradiance, which is expected to
correlate often with substantial cooling needs during the day [1].
The relationships betweenweather variables and temperature, and
their role as renewable energy sources, imply the potential of using
solar andwind power to cover heating and cooling needs, for which
different technologies would be applicable. As an estimation of the
temperature derived heating and cooling needs, cooling and
heating degree hours (CDH, HDH) represent the gap between the
outside and a desired indoor temperature. This paper aims at
proving the hypothesis that there is a positive correlation between
the patterns of solar irradiance and CDH and between wind speed
and HDH, and at estimating the time discrepancy between wind
speed or solar irradiance and a consequent temperature change,
which causes storage requirements. Nevertheless, also the rela-
tionship between solar irradiance, which is available with a re-
petitive daily pattern throughout the year, and HDH could be of
interest and will be analysed.

Engeland et al. [2] emphasized that renewable electricity supply
and demand largely depend on the variability of climate aspects
such as temperature, wind speed, solar irradiance and others. A
broad set of literatures studied the patterns and behaviour of these
weather variables and renewable energy sources. While Emeis [3]
provided meteorological insight into wind speed characteristics,
solar irradiance is known to have a strong daily pattern related to
sunrise and sunset [4]. Influencing factors on the level of solar
irradiance include cloudiness or other characteristics of the atmo-
sphere, such as air pollution. Its short term variability has been
investigated globally [5] and for different geographical regions,
among others for Chile [6] and northern Europe [7]. According to
Kiviluoma et al. [8], wind speed depends on turbulent eddies in the
short term and pressure changes with weather patterns in the long
term. Dai and Deser [9] found a strong diurnal (daily) wind speed
cycle over land areas which peaks at dawn, while in nearby oceanic
regions it peaks in the early evenings [10]. Wooten [11] found that
wind speed and pressure both rely on temperature differences. The
complementarity between wind speed and solar irradiance has
been proven on a global scale [12], for Sweden [13], Britain [14] and
the Iberian Peninsula [15], with an aim to define an optimal mix for
energy generation.

The relationship between solar irradiance or wind speed and
temperature, however, seems to be very complex specifically in the
case of wind speed. A study on circulation types and British weather
revealed that the direction of airflows determines the temperature
consequences [16,17]. On the British Isles, winds fromwest or south
lead to mild winters, whereas airflows from east and north result in
cold periods. In summer, air from the north and east creates warm
and from the west and north cold temperatures. Despite the obvious
interaction between solar irradiance and temperature, there is a lack
of research in the energy economics field.

A broad set of literature studied the historic interaction between
temperature and electricity consumption in Europe. Most in-
vestigations have a geographical focus, since weather data differs
across the globe. Pardo et al. [18] developed a model to forecast
daily electricity demand from heating- and cooling degree days
(HDD and CDD), and further research confirms the impact of
weather patterns e specifically temperature e and seasonality on
demand [19] for the UK [20], the US [21,22], Hong Kong [23,24],
Saudi Arabia [25], Bangkok [26] and Serbia [27]. Other in-
vestigations detect a significant impact of mean daily air
2

temperatures on the energy demand in office buildings [28] or
households [29,30]. These conclusions could optimize energy sys-
tem planning and avoid electricity system breakdowns.

The aspect of covering electricity demand, which also covers
aspects of heating and cooling needs, with renewable energy has
mainly been studied considering wind speed. Bell [31] investigated
the correlation between wind speed and electricity load for
Australia without storage and find that both increase during the
morning and evening hours, which is confirmed by further research
[32e34]. After an analysis of wind power variability in the Nordic
countries [35], Holttinen et al. [36] analysed the impact of wind
power variability on the electricity load along different integration
levels using historic data from 2009 to 2011. While Leahy and Foley
[37] focused on cold periods in Ireland, which often coincide with
low winds and a lack of potential wind energy supply, wind speed
and overall electricity demand in New Zealand correlate on
monthly time scale [38]. Ueckerdt et al. [39] described the impact of
wind and solar variability on the residual load and came to the
conclusion that high shares of PV power over-production are a
challenge, while the impacts of increasing wind energy shares are
less severe.

Techno-economic research on the correlation between renew-
able energy sources and their known impact on temperatures in the
context of heating and cooling needs, however, is scarce. Coker et al.
[40] analysed the variability of wind, solar and tidal resources
while, however, the analysis on their relationship with demand
lacks implications on future energy system requirements. The au-
thors’main conclusion in this respect is that solar irradiance shows
the most direct correlation with electricity demand, diminished by
its unavailability overnight and an even greater monthly variability
than wind speed.

Recently, climate change effects are increasingly being investi-
gated, specifically on the supply side for solar irradiance and wind
speed [41e45]. While in China a decreasing trend in sunshine hours
between 1960 and 2009 can be explained by the air pollution index
[46] the same trend on the Canadian Prairie is caused by a climate
change related increase in cloudiness [47]. Western Europe shows
an increase in solar irradiance inwinter and the Iberian Peninsula is
characterised by negative trends in summer and positive trends in
March [48,49]. A proven phenomenon, however, is a global decadal
variability of stronger and weaker solar irradiance, which is
referred to as dimming and brightening [47,50e52]. For the use of
solar power it is, furthermore, important to note that higher tem-
peratures may also affect solar panel efficiency [53,54]. Several
literatures found a decreasing trend in wind speed [55,56] ac-
counting for �0.014 m/s globally [57], apart from coastal sites,
which experience increases. Tobin et al. [43], however, observed an
increase in wind power potential for most of Europe, apart from
Mediterranean areas and northern Europe. Wind power potential
in northern Europe, however, could benefit from decreased icing
frequency and sea ice due to the global warming [58].

Several studies also consider the impact of climate change on
the demand side. Totschnig et al. [59] found that cooling demand
peaks are having a strong impact on residual load and suggest
strong initiatives in building insulation and passive cooling solu-
tions. This relationship has also been evaluated for Europe [60,61],
the US [62], Australia [63], Brazil [64] and China [65]. Most of them
detected increased cooling and decreased heating demand caused
by climate warming, whereas the effects seem to be more signifi-
cant in southern compared to northern Europe. Work including
effects on both, the demand and the supply side is provided by
Dowling [66] and Girardi [67]. Nevertheless, many aspects of the
relationship between natural resources and heating and cooling
needs remain untouched and require more detailed investigation.

While existing work mainly analysed the relationships either



Fig. 1. Selected locations in Spain.

Table 1
Mean historic solar irradiance level of the locations in Spain (Source [70])
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between VRE and temperatures, HDD/CDD and electricity demand
or wind speed and electricity demand, a literature gap has been
identified in the correlation between wind speed and solar irradi-
ance and temperature related energy demand (HDD and CDD).
There is a lack of such investigation historically, and considering
climate change effects. It is, however, important in smart energy
systems to understand the characteristics of natural resources and
their relationship with temperature and consequent heating and
cooling demand, to estimate timing discrepancies and balancing
requirements.

This work, therefore, aims at providing policy recommendations
for smart energy systems by analysing the correlation between its
main supply sources wind speed and solar irradiancedin their
purity without limiting the energy supply to a specific technology
or related constraints in the electricity systemdand HDH and CDH,
to estimate the storage needs that are required to successfully
match supply with demand. Our analysis is conducted for different
climate regions in Europe (Austria, Spain and northern Europe),
historically in different time resolution, and into the future. Since
this work is based onweather variables only, implications for actual
energy demand need consideration of additional parameters, such
as energy efficiency measures on building insulation, comfort
during longer periods of heat and cold, impacts of other energy
demand sectors with progressive integration of the energy system.

The remains of this paper are structured as follows. Section 2
outlines the methodology including the selection of six case
study locations per climate regiondwith an aim to cover a broad
set of historic average solar irradiance and wind speed levels,
location directions, inland and coastal regionsdand the determi-
nation of HDH and CDH. Section 3 describes the results of the study.
It presents a correlation coefficient analysis between the hourly
pattern of wind speed or solar irradiance and CDH or HDH applying
two different approaches. Approach 1 determines the hourly cor-
relation for daily and weekly time-periods and the whole consid-
ered season. Approach 2 already assumes storage by analysing the
correlation between daily, weekly, and monthly aggregated
weather data. In Section 3.2, an assessment of climate change ef-
fects on the weather variables and the correlation results is out-
lined. After declaring the limitations of the study in Section 3.3,
Section 4 closes with policy recommendations.

2. Methodology

The first part of this study analyses the historic characteristics of
and correlation between primitive weather variables ewind speed
and global horizontal irradiance e and weather variables derived
from temperature on hourly basis eHDH and CDH. The study is
carried out for three different European climate regions Austria,
Spain and northern Europe. The correlation coefficient is analysed
between the weather variables per location in each climate region,
which we refer to as “self-correlation”. Additionally, we look at the
relationship between locations to derive a potential value of
external natural energy supply via the energy grid. The correlation
coefficient is analysed based on two approaches outlined in Section
2.3 and considers different time periods and data aggregation to
evaluate the storage requirements. The relevant historic weather
data is provided by the photovoltaic geographical information
system by the European Commission on hourly resolution between
2005 and 2016 [68] and consists of the following:

� temperature at 2 m in �C,
� wind speed at 10 m in m/s
� global horizontal irradiance in W/m2

Finally, we investigate the impact of climate change on weather
3

variables and correlation based on daily CMIP5 weather data pro-
jected between 2020 and 2100 (see Section 2.5).
2.1. Selection of case study locations

To cover different climate regions in Europe, the case study areas
have been defined as Spain, Austria and northern Europe (Sweden
and Norway). For each of these regions, we selected six locations
with the main objective to cover a broad range of solar irradiance
and wind speed levels in each country, evaluated by the historic
mean solar irradiance and wind speed between 2008 and 2017
provided by the global solar and wind atlas [69,70]. An additional
requirement was to cover inland as well as coastal regions and to
focus on cities with larger population. The selection was not based
on covering potential power supply or specific densely populated
demand locations.

1. Spain
Of the six selected Spanish locations, three are inland and

three represent coastal locations (see Fig. 1). Table 1 lists the
locations selected for Spain coloured in their level of solar
irradiance and Table 2 shows the historic mean wind speed



Table 2
Mean historic wind speed level of the locations in Spain (Source [69]).

Table 3
Mean historic solar irradiance level of the locations in Austria (Source [70])

Table 4
Mean historic wind speed level of the locations in Austria (Source [69]).
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level.
A Coru~na, located at the coast in the north-west of the

country, shows rather low solar irradiance and high average
wind speed. Tomelloso has the highest solar irradiance, fol-
lowed by Madrid in central Spain. They both experience low to
very-low wind speed levels respectively. Burgos and Barcelona
are characterised by medium to high solar irradiance, with very
high and very low wind speed respectively.

2. Austria
The six locations selected in Austria are distributed across all

directions of the country (see fig. 2). The selection aims at
avoiding locations at high elevation that would not be relevant
for the CDH analysisdherein manipulating the average result
for Austriadand provide little potential for the use of local wind
power. Table 3 lists the Austrian locations coloured in their level
of solar irradiance and Table 4 shows their level of wind speed.

Austria, due to its central location, does not feature specif-
ically high levels of solar irradiance apart from Klagenfurt in the
south and Nickelsdorf in the south-west. The wind map looks
more diverse, where these two locations show very low and
high wind speed respectively. Bregenz, located in the far west of
the country, is also characterised by low wind speed, compared
to Vienna and Gmünd in the east, which show higher values.

3. Northern Europe
Since for northern Europe cooling demand is hardly relevant,

as becomes clear from the descriptions in Section 2.3, we only
consider the relationship between wind speed and solar
Fig. 2. Selected locations in Austria.
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irradiance with HDH. The six locations selected are located in
Norway and Sweden (see Fig. 3). Table 5 lists the locations col-
oured in their level of solar irradiance and Table 6 indicates the
level of wind speed. The wind speed level in Bodø is highest,
followed by Gothenburg and Stockholm. Wind speed levels in
Kiruna, Trondheim and Oslo are rather low.
2.2. Heating and cooling degree hours

This work uses temperature based estimations of heating and
cooling needs and does not consider energy technologies, carriers
or cross-sectoral interdependencies. In our historical analysis, we
derive heating and cooling needs from outdoor temperatures on
hourly basis, referred to as HDH and CDH. The projected future data
to analyse climate change is provided at daily resolution, from
which HDD and CDD can be derived. HDH and CDH describe the
extent of heating and cooling needs in Kelvin hours (Kh), which
occur below or above a certain temperature threshold or reference
temperature. They measure the difference between the outside
reference temperature and a desired room temperature.

We define the reference temperatures for heating and cooling
according to a general climatological approach [71] and calculate



Fig. 3. Selected locations in northern Europe.

Table 6
Mean historic wind speed level of the locations in northern Europe (Source [69]).
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HDH and CDH as described in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) [71]. Heating is
expected to be desired at or below 15 �C outside temperature
(reference temperature) and the desired room temperature is
Table 5
Mean historic solar irradiance level of the locations in northern Europe (Source [70])
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defined as 18 �C [71].

T h ¼15�C

T h
room¼18�C

Ti � T h: HDH ¼
�
T h
room � Ti

�i

Ti > Th : HDH ¼ 0 (1)

Ti … 2 m air temperature at time step i.

If, for example, the air temperature is 12 �C, the HDH index
accounts for 6 Kh (18�Ce12 �C). If the air temperature is 17 �C and,
hence, lies above the heating threshold of 15 �C, the HDH index is
0 Kh. HDH therefore rise with decreasing temperatures.

The reference temperature for cooling is set to 24 �C outside
temperature ( Tc) and the desired room temperature to 21 �C [71].

T c ¼24�C

T c
room¼21�C

Ti � Tc : CDH ¼
�
Ti � T h

room

�i

Ti< Tc : CDH ¼ 0 (2)

If, for example, the current air temperature is 28 �C, the CDH
index amounts to 7 Kh (28�Ce21 �C). If the air temperature is 21 �C
and, hence, lies below the cooling threshold of 24 �C, in that hour
the CDH index is 0 Kh. CDH therefore rise with rising temperatures.
2.3. Weather variable characteristics per climate region

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present the historic monthly averagewind speed
and solar irradiance for Spain (ESP), Austria (AUT) and northern
Europe (NEU) across all locations and years based on the data as
described at the beginning of this Section 2 [68]. While monthly
wind speed in northern Europe peaks in December and January and
decreases continuously towards July, Austria and Spain both
experience a minor decline in wind speed in winter between
December and February. Solar irradiance shows the same pattern in



Fig. 6. Historical average HDD and CDD for Madrid, Vienna and Stockholm.
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all three regions, with Spain experiencing the highest level fol-
lowed by Austria and finally northern Europe. It is remarkable that
Austria and northern Europe achieve the same average solar irra-
diance in June despite the spatial difference.

The average CDD and HDD for one location per region are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. The most southern region analysed in this study,
Spain, shows a comparatively high number of CDD between May
and September, with a peak in July and August at around 2.5 �C.
Since the country still tends to have cold winters, also heating
demand and the amount of HDD are significant from October to
May with a peak between December and February. Located in
central Europe, Austria shows a small amount of CDH betweenMay
and September, with a peak in July of 1.5 �C. The colder winters lead
to frequent and high heating needs. The HDD are significant from
September to May, peaking from December to February with
almost 18 �C.

Table 7 additionally provides an overview of the historical
average, maximum and minimum yearly amount of heating and
cooling degree hours. The northern European countries only
experience an insignificant amount of CDH between June and
August. This leads us to the conclusion that an analysis of its cor-
relation with solar irradiance can be neglected. The cold climate,
however, results in substantial HDH which occur all the year
Fig. 4. Monthly average wind speed for each region

Fig. 5. Monthly average solar irradiance per area.
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through, reaching a maximum between December and February
with almost 22 �C (see Fig. 6).

2.4. Correlation coefficient: approach and interpretation

This study analyses the correlation coefficient between solar
irradiance and CDH, wind speed and HDH and solar irradiance and
HDH, drawing conclusions on positive or negative correlation and
flexibility needs. The correlation coefficient (r) is calculated be-
tween the primitive weather variables (wind speed and solar
irradiance) (Vp) and the derived weather variables (Vd) CDH and
HDH.

The correlation results are evaluated after Pearson [72] as
described in Table 8.

This paper differentiates between the relevant seasons with
respect to heating and cooling demand to achieve a most
comprehensive view of the correlations. The seasons are defined
based on a standard for the northern hemisphere, as described in
Table 9.

Usually, the impact of the primitive variable - solar irradiance or
wind speed e on the temperature and consequently the derived
variable - CDH and HDH - takes some time. Themain analysis in this
paper already accounts for this time discrepancy between the
primitive and derived variable and therefore assumes an amount of
storage to that extent.

There is, for example, a time lag between the increase of solar
irradiance and its impact on temperature e and consequently CDH.
A similar phenomenon can be observed between solar irradiance or
wind speed and HDH to a different extent. The variable x describes
the amount of hours that the derived variable (Vd), for example
CDH, lags behind the primitive variable (Vp) solar irradiance in any
point in time (t) (see Fig. 7). In other words, Vp needs to be moved
backwards by x hours from t to match Vd. We search for the best
estimate of the time lag by defining x in a way to maximize the
overall correlation coefficient (r), representing the best possible
Table 7
Historic average, maximum and minimum yearly heating and cooling degree hours
per region.

CDH/a HDH/a

Average Max Min Average Max Min

SPAIN 10.272 21.225 661 63.132 74.05 50.31
AUSTRIA 5.691 7.699 2.905 70.241 79.121 65.296
NORTHERN EUROPE 182 620 3 91.309 99.433 84.324



Table 9
Meteorological seasons.

TIME PERIOD SEASON

Mar 1st e May 31st Spring
Jun 1st e Aug 31st Summer
Sep 1st e Nov 31st Autumn
Dec 1st e Feb 29th Winter

Fig. 7. Exemplary day describing the time lag (x) between solar irradiance and cooling
degree hours.
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overlay of the primitive and derived weather variables. Our analysis
hereby considers a time lag up to 24 h.

Our work applies two different approaches, of which both focus
on hourly data adjusted by the time lag between the supply source
and the temperature change. While approach 1 determines the
hourly correlation for different time-periods, approach 2 in-
vestigates the correlation assuming daily, weekly, and monthly
storage by aggregating the data. The two approaches provide
valuable insights not only with respect to the hourly fit of the
supply and demand pattern, but also shows how the aggregated
amounts of supply coincide with demand.

Approach 1 (A1) determines the hourly correlation adjusted by
the lag for hourly, daily and weekly time-periods in a season (Eq.
(3)). For example, if the hourly correlation is calculated per day for
the summer season (2208 h), 90 correlation results are received
(2208/24). Then the average for the season is created across this
amount of time intervals, e.g. the number of days or weeks (i). If
most daily correlations are weak according to Pearson described in
Table 8 (<0.4), this average result will be weak too. If the daily
correlations are moderate (0.40e0.59) or vary significantly, the
average result for the daily time-period will be moderate. A strong
average correlation (>0.6) for the daily time-periods implies
continuously high daily correlation results. This approach describes
the hourly fit of the supply and demand pattern and analyses if
storage is required to achieve a better match. A negative correlation
would imply, for example, high solar irradiance at times of low
cooling needs. The potential solar energy would therefore need
higher storage amounts to match demand.

rVp; Vd ¼
1
i

Xn

t¼1

covðVptþx VdtÞ
sVptþx

sVdt

(3)

r correlation coefficient
s Standard deviation.
Vd derived variable (CDH, HDH) [Kh].
Vp primitive variable (wind speed [m/s], solar irradiance [W/

m2])
i number of time intervals (number of days, weeks, months).
x time lag.
Approach 2 (A2) investigates the value of storage based on daily

or weekly aggregated weather data (Vpa2; Vda2) in a specific
season or the monthly aggregated data across the whole year, as
described in (Eqs. (4) and (5)). We thus compare the total amount of
the primitive and derived variables for the number of hours of a
day, week or month (h) in the respective season to see if higher
heating or cooling demands coincide with higher natural resource
availability (Eq. (6)). If the correlation is strong (>0.6), storage for
the considered time-period is of value.

Vpa2¼
Xn

h¼1

Vptþx (4)
Table 8
Assessment of the correlation coefficient “r” after Pearson
[72].

r INTERPRETATION

<0.19 Very weak
0.20e0.39 Weak
0.40e0.59 Moderate
0.60e0.79 Strong
0.80e1.00 Very strong

7

Vda2¼
Xn

h¼1

Vdt (5)

rVpa2; Vda2 ¼
1
i

Xn

h¼1

cov
�
Vpa2 Vda2

�

sVpa2sVda2
(6)

h number of hours across which data is aggregated.
Vda2 aggregated derived variable (CDH, HDH) [Kh].
Vpa2 aggregated primitive variable (wind speed [m/s], solar

irradiance [W/m2])
Another important investigation is the seasonality of the cor-

relation coefficient, which is calculated hourly for monthly time-
periods based on approach 1. This analysis enables conclusions on
the relationship between the hourly weather variables and heating
and cooling demand in each month.

2.5. Climate change effect: data and evaluation

The assessment of climate change effects on the weather vari-
ables and the consequences for future correlation coefficients is
based on projected CMIP5 weather data between 2020 and 2100
[73]. The model EC-EARTH provides future projections considering
the representative concentration pathways (RCP) assuming
different levels of radiative forcing between 2.6 and 8.5 [74]. Our
research is based on a middle path applying the RCP4.5 of the
CMIP5 data at daily resolutionwithin certain latitude and longitude
boundaries for one location per climate region: Madrid, Vienna and
Stockholm.

The development of weather variables is conducted comparing
a 5-year trend towards 2100 with that of 2020. The relative
development in percent is presented for temperatures, solar irra-
diance, wind speed, and CDD and HDD in Section 3.2.1. In a next
step, the absolute correlation coefficients are calculated for the
future based on this daily data and analysed with respect to the



Fig. 8. Spain: Solar irradiance and CDH correlation coefficient (r) in summer season [s]
applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6 as described in
Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).

Table 10
Hourly solar irradiance and CDH correlation between locations in Spain (top
numbers 1e6 refer to locations as numbered on the left)

CDH

No. Location 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 A Coru~na Solar irradiance 0.23 0.48 0.48 0.69 0.69 0.35
2 Barcelona 0.20 0.60 0.58 0.71 0.70 0.47
3 Burgos 0.21 0.57 0.58 0.76 0.75 0.45
4 Madrid 0.19 0.57 0.55 0.74 0.74 0.43
5 Tomelloso 0.20 0.57 0.55 0.73 0.73 0.43
6 Vitoria Gasteiz 0.22 0.56 0.63 0.74 0.73 0.52
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changes observed in the weather variables.

3. Results

This Section provides a detailed analysis of the correlation co-
efficients in the locations per climate region according to the ap-
proaches described in the methodology, followed by a regional
comparison of the results in subsection 4. Finally, the climate
change effect on the weather variables and the impact on the cor-
relation coefficients is described.

3.1. Correlation results

The analysis for Spain and Austria starts with the relationship
between solar irradiance and CDH, which is not relevant for
northern Europe, followed by wind speed and HDH and solar
irradiance and HDH. A detailed graph shows the results for both
approaches (see Section 2.4) with the locations numbered from 1 to
6 according to the assignment in Section 2.1. Additionally, the
interrelation between locations is briefly described, to consider
spatial exchange and investigate the value of the energy networks.

In all three regions, the time lag between solar irradiance and
CDH accounts for 2 h, which describes the time solar irradiance,
requires to have an impact on the temperature. The lag between
wind speed and HDH amounts to 14 h and between solar irradiance
and HDH to 16 h, which leads to an overly of the noon peak of solar
irradiance with the early morning HDH peaks.

3.1.1. Correlation between CDH and solar irradiance

1 Spain
CDH in Spain, as was shown in an example for Madrid in

Section 2.3, mainly occur from July to September, while solar
irradiance peaks from June to August (see Section 2.3). With the
adjustment of the weather data by the time lag of 2 h, as dis-
cussed in Section 2.4, the correlation coefficient can be
increased in all seasons relevant for CDH e summer, spring and
autumn e by 15e52%.

Analysing the hourly correlation for different time-periods
according to A1, in A Coru~na (1), Burgos (3) and Vitoria Gasteiz
(6) the results in the summer season increase with the consid-
ered time-period from day to season (see Fig. 8). This means that
daily and weekly patterns of hourly data match less than the
hourly pattern of the whole summer season. The other locations
Barcelona (2), Madrid (4) and Tomelloso (5) show decreasing
results with increasing time-periods and a better daily than
weekly or seasonal fit of hourly data. In Madrid and Tomelloso,
the correlation is very strong on a daily basis with an average
coefficient in summer above 0.80, followed by Barcelona with a
strong correlation of 0.63. Calculating the solar irradiance and
CDH correlation with daily and weekly storage for the summer
season, as well as monthly storage across the whole year (A2)
and comparing it to the hourly correlation for the summer
season (A1) also suggests a strong hourly fit. Regarding daily or
weekly storage (A2) weekly total solar irradiance and CDH all
locations apart from A Coruna (1) achieve a moderate correla-
tion above 0.4. In autumn, the hourly fit is very weak for all
time-periods (A1) but weekly aggregated data results in a
moderate to very strong correlation. The monthly total solar
irradiance throughout the year correlates strongly with CDH,
exceeding 0.60 in all locations but A Coru~na (1). This leads to the
conclusion that for CDH to be covered by solar power in sum-
mer, 2-hourly to daily storage is sufficient, while for cooling
8

needs in autumn and also spring, which may be relevant in
Spain specifically with rising temperatures in the future, weekly
storage might be required.
Table 10 describes the CDH and solar irradiance relationships

between the locations in summer on an hourly basis adjusted by
the lag. The correlation between the locations indicates the
potential of external energy supply to achieve a stronger cor-
relation than the local self-correlation. Burgos would benefit
from a connection with the solar energy supply from Vitoria
Gasteiz (6) and reach a coefficient of 0.63 compared to its self-
correlation of 0.58. The value of exchange through the energy
grid is, however, low in all cases.

2. Austria
In Austria, the cooling demand is much lower than in Spain,

due to the lower temperature level, and mostly occurs during
July and August. Accounting for the 2-h time-lag between solar
irradiance and CDH, an improvement of the correlation results
in summer season of around 30% can be achieved.
In contrast to Spain, for the hourly CDH and solar irradiance

correlation for different time-periods (A1) in the summer sea-
son all selected locations in Austria show a similar pattern
increasingwith the length of the time-period fromday to season
(see Fig. 9). Bregenz (1), Klagenfurt (3), Nickelsdorf (4) and
Vienna (6) achieve strong results above 0.60 on a seasonal basis.
This means that the hourly solar irradiance pattern during the
whole summer season matches CDH better than the weekly or
specifically the daily one. Nickelsdorf (4), with rather high solar
irradiance, reaches the highest result for the daily time-period at
0.50 closely followed by Vienna (6).
In Austria, weekly storage (A2) achieves strong correlation

between CDH and solar irradiance in summer in all locations
reaching a coefficient of above 0.7 in Klagenfurt (3) in the south
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of the country, followed by Bregenz (1) in the far west and Ried i.
Innkreis (5). Monthly total solar irradiance gain correlates well
with CDH across the whole year.

Concerning the relationships between locations, the self-
correlation in the framed cells in Table 11 is usually higher
than allowing for external solar energy supply. Even if there are
strong relationships between the CDH in Bregenz (1), Klagenfurt
(3) and Vienna (6) with the solar irradiance of other locations
improvements are limited.

3. Region comparison
Fig. 10 describes the results for the solar irradiance and CDH

correlation in summer as an average across all locations. The
average hourly solar irradiance and CDH correlation in Spain
(ESP) does not improve significantly by considering longer time-
periods (A1) than a day, although for some locations it would as
described earlier in this Section. In Austria (AUT), by contrast, an
increase was visible for all locations implying that daily patterns
match less than the weekly and seasonal ones.

While in Spain, the hourly correlation is already moderate to
strong on all time scales (A1), in Austria, weekly storage (A2)
achieves the strongest correlation with 0.68. This points to a
stronger hourly relationship in the south than in central Europe.
Regarding autumn and spring with lower cooling needs but also
lower solar irradiance levels both countries’ results improve
towards weekly aggregation or storage, implying high storage
needs for daily balancing.

Fig. 11 describes the seasonality of the correlation based on
the hourly correlation for monthly time-periods. CDH and solar
irradiance patterns match best during the main cooling season
from June to August, which is convenient. With increasing solar
irradiance and cooling needs towards summer, also the average
hourly correlation increases to a strong level in July at 0.62 in
Spain and 0.64 in Austria.
3.1.2. Correlation between HDH and wind speed

1. Spain
In Madrid, HDH reach their high between December and

February, while wind speed is high in November and reaches its
highest average level in February and March, after a minor
interruption in December and January (see Section 2.3). The
hourly correlation between wind speed and HDH (A1) in winter
season shows a similar pattern in all locations with a weak
(around 0.2) positive result on a daily basis, decreasing further
towards longer time-periods (see Fig. 12). This means that an
Fig. 9. Austria: Solar irradiance and CDH correlation coefficient (r) in summer season
[s] applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6 as described in
Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).
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increase in wind speed does not necessarily cause lower tem-
peratures and heating needs immediately. It can even be
observed that winds often bring about warmer temperatures,
which is also explained in our literature review in Section 1. Data
aggregation assuming daily and weekly storage (A2) results in a
negative correlation in almost all locations (around 0.2),
implying that the amount of wind speed does not match the
heating needs. In spring and autumn, seasons inwhich HDH still
occur even in this southern European region (see 2.3), daily and
weekly storage achieve moderate results below 0.52 in Burgos
(3) and Vitoria Gasteiz (6) with very high wind speed levels and
also Barcelona (2). Wind speed and HDH only reach solid
moderate relationships with monthly storage across the year
(0.56 in Vitoria Gasteiz (6) followed by Barcelona (2) and Burgos
(3) with 0.51). The correlation between locations also shows no
substantial improvement. The results remain weak and the
benefit of the energy network is, in this case, limited.

2. Austria
The correlation betweenwind speed and HDH on hourly basis

in Austria is similar to that of Spain. Again, wind speed and HDH
during winter season do not correlate significantly at daily time-
periods and are even negative on weekly and seasonal basis. In
almost all locations, an extension of the time-period leads to an
even lower correlation. The best fit of lag-adjusted, hourly wind
speed and HDH according to A1 inwinter occurs on a daily basis
(see Fig. 13). In spring and autumn, all the same, the correlation
is weak. Daily and weekly storage (A2) does not achieve a pos-
itive fit between supply and demand. Only monthly data ag-
gregation throughout the year leads to moderate results in
Gmünd (2) and Ried i. Innkreis (5).
Spatial integration hardly improves the results. Only the HDH

in Bregenz (1) correlate slightly better with potential wind po-
wer supply from Klagenfurt (3), and HDH of Ried i. Innkreis (5)
with the wind supply in Klagenfurt (3), Nickelsdorf (4) and
Vienna (6). Still the spatial integration has little benefit.

3. Northern Europe
In northern Europe, the HDH and wind speed correlation

without accounting for the 16-h time lag is even more negative
than in Spain and Austria. Also after an adjustment for the lag,
northern Europe shows the least significant results on a daily
basis (see Fig. 14).
The negative weekly and seasonal relationships of hourly data

(A1) are even stronger than in central and southern Europe.
Since in winter season, no positive relationship between HDH
and wind speed can be achieved irrespectively of the regarded
time-period, storagewill be required also in this region tomatch
supply and demand.
Assuming daily and weekly storage of potential power from

wind speed (A2) does not achieve a positive correlation with
heating needs in winter. This means that the amount of wind
speed in the respective time-period does not match the heating
needs. Only the monthly amounts of wind speed throughout the
year correlate with heating needs. In the north, also the summer
season is a relevant heating period with cold temperatures. Here
weekly storage leads to a moderate correlation in two Swedish
locations, Kiruna (5) and Stockholm (6).
To show the correlation between the locations, summer rep-

resents the season with the most vivid results on hourly basis
(see Table 12). The highest improvement from the local self-
correlation with external supply of wind speed can be reached
within Norway between Bodø (1) and Trondheim (3). An inter-
action, therefore, could be valuable. For all other locations, a
potential exchange via the energy grid does not have a signifi-
cant benefit.



Table 11
Hourly solar irradiance and CDH correlation between locations in Austria (top numbers 1e6 refer to locations as numbered on the left)

CDH

No. Location 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 Bregenz Solar irradiance 0.62 0.38 0.50 0.46 0.48 0.49
2 Gmünd 0.58 0.49 0.59 0.58 0.55 0.62
3 Klagenfurt 0.57 0.44 0.61 0.58 0.51 0.59
4 Nickelsdorf 0.53 0.45 0.59 0.59 0.49 0.60
5 Ried i. Innkreis 0.61 0.47 0.58 0.55 0.56 0.59
6 Vienna 0.55 0.46 0.58 0.59 0.52 0.61

Fig. 10. Hourly solar irradiance and CDH correlation coefficient (r) per climate region
for different time-periods (day [d], week [w], season [s], month [m]) applying
approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2).

Fig. 12. Spain: Wind speed and HDH correlation coefficient (r) in winter season [s]
applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6 as described in
Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).
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4. Region comparison
Fig. 15 shows that the correlation between HDH and wind

speed is insignificant to negative in winter irrespectively of the
chosen approach or time-period in all three climate regions
throughout the year. Only monthly storage leads to a moderate
positive correlation. Weekly amounts of HDH and wind speed in
northern Europe almost reach a strong negative relationship
(A2). These results show the need for monthly to seasonal
Fig. 11. Seasonality: Hourly solar irradiance and CDH coefficient (r) per month (A1).

10
storage to match power from wind speed with heating needs.
The hourly wind speed and HDH correlation in Spain is

moderate during spring season and negative to insignificant
during winter season, when the heating demand is most rele-
vant (see Fig. 16). In Austria, the correlation inwinter is negative
between November and January. The strongest season in Austria
is again spring. In northern Europe, the seasonal pattern of the
hourly correlation between HDH and wind speed is extremer. In
this region, hourly HDH and wind speed correlate negatively
from October until March. Paired with strong heating needs in
northern Europe, this implies substantial storage requirements
to cover demand with wind power.
Fig. 13. Austria: Wind speed and HDH correlation coefficient (r) in winter season [s]
applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6 as described in
Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).



Fig. 14. Northern Europe: Wind speed and HDH correlation coefficient (r) in winter
season [s] applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6 as
described in Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).

Fig. 15. Hourly wind speed and HDH correlation coefficient (r) per climate region for
different time-periods (day [d], week [w], season [s], month [m]) applying approach 1
(A1) and approach 2 (A2).

Fig. 16. Seasonality: Hourly wind speed and HDH correlation coefficient (r) per month
(A1).
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3.1.3. Correlation between HDH and solar irradiance

1. Spain
Without adjusting the weather data by the time lag of 16 h

between HDH and solar irradiance, the hourly relationship is
strongly negative. This seems logical since temperature usually
increases with solar irradiance. Spain reveals the strongest
positive results after the time discrepancy is removed and the
solar irradiance peak at noonmatches the highest heating needs
in the early mornings.

The investigation of the hourly solar irradiance and HDH
correlation (A1) during different time-periods in winter season
shows strong levels on a daily basis right above 0.60 in Barce-
lona (2), Madrid (4) and Tomelloso (5), while for the week and
season they remain moderate. Nevertheless, the relation to
heating needs is more promising than that of wind speed (see
Fig.17). The stronger results for the daily than for theweekly and
seasonal time-period imply a good daily fit of the solar irradi-
ance and HDH pattern and a weaker relationship across longer
time-periods. Spring season also achieves positive results.

Daily and, even more so, weekly storage of solar irradiance
(A2) leads to insignificant correlations in winter and stronger
negative correlations in spring and autumn. It can be concluded
that in winter the HDH and solar irradiance patterns do match
quite well if balanced to the extent of the time lag of 16 h. It is
not surprising, though, that the monthly solar irradiance cor-
relates with HDH on a strong negative level throughout the year
and even reaches very strong levels below -0.8.

A connection between locations cannot significantly improve
the local self-correlation between solar irradiance and HDH.
Therefore, there is little benefit of a spatial integration via the
distribution grid.

2. Austria
For daily time-periods (Fig. 18), the lag adjusted hourly solar

irradiance and wind speed correlation (A1) in winter season is
Table 12
Hourly wind speed and HDH correlation between locations in northern Europe (top num

HDH

No. Location 1

1 Bodø Wind speed 0.27
2 Oslo 0.32
3 Trondheim 0.18
4 Gothenburg 0.24
5 Kiruna 0.22
6 Stockholm 0.11

11
moderate in Bregenz (1), Klagenfurt (3) and Nickelsdorf (4). The
daily patterns of hourly solar irradiance and HDH obviously
match better than the weekly ones or those of thewhole season.
Daily and weekly aggregated solar irradiance and HDH (A2)

correlate negatively in most cases, since higher heating needs
usually come with lower solar irradiance. Spring and autumn
show more extreme results with hardly any positive correlation
on hourly basis and strong negative correlationwith aggregated
bers 1e6 refer to locations as numbered on the left)

2 3 4 5 6

0.22 0.35 0.14 0.27 0.08
0.28 0.34 0.23 0.27 0.10
0.14 0.26 0.08 0.21 0.08
0.18 0.26 0.17 0.26 0.12
0.21 0.20 0.18 0.37 0.30
0.09 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.33



Fig. 17. Spain: Solar irradiance and HDH correlation coefficient (r) in winter season [s]
applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6 as described in
Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).
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data. Throughout the year, monthly solar irradiance and HDH
correlate on a strong negative basis in all locations. Like in Spain,
also in Austria hourly HDH and solar irradiance patterns match
best on a daily basis (A1) after adjustment for the time lag.

The analysis of the HDH and solar irradiance correlations for
winter between the locations does not show any benefit
through interaction between the locations.

3. Northern Europe
The hourly correlation between solar irradiance and HDH (A1)

is much lower in northern than in central and southern Europe
for all time-periods. This can be explained by the low solar
irradiance level and higher temperature dependent heating
demand. The difference between the time-periods in winter
season, however, is similar with stronger results for the daily
than for the weekly and seasonal time-period (see Fig. 19).

In contrast to the other European regions, daily and weekly
storage (A2) here lead to weak positive results. Nevertheless,
monthly storage again shows the expected strong negative
correlation between heating needs and solar irradiance
throughout the year. Eventually, the use of solar energy for
heating needs seems less feasible in northern Europe than to-
wards the south.

Kiruna (5) in the north of Sweden benefits the most from an
external supply of wind energy from Bodø (1) and Trondheim
(3) in northern and central Norway but also Gothenburg (4) in
the far south of Sweden (see Table 13). The exchange with
Gothenburg would require longer distance transmission and
only accounts for a moderate correlation. All relationships are
Fig. 18. Austria: Solar irradiance and HDH correlation coefficient (r) in winter season
[s] applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6 as described in
Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).
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at most moderate and therefore the value of spatial integra-
tion is interpreted to be low.

4. Region comparison
According to Fig. 20, the lag adjusted hourly solar irradiance

and HDH correlation is moderate on daily basis in Spain and
Austria and weak in northern Europe and decreases towards
longer time-periods in all regions (A1). This means either that
the weekly and seasonal correlation are characterised by
stronger variability, leading to a lower average result, or the
correlation is weak throughout. In general, in Spain hourly solar
irradiance and HDH fit best, while in Austria and specifically
northern Europe more flexibility on all time scales is required. In
northern Europe daily andweekly storage (A2) lead to a fit of the
demand and supply patterns which is similar to the hourly
correlation per day (A1 winter [d]). In Austria and Spain, the
daily and weekly totals assuming storage do not (A2) match as
much. Monthly solar irradiance and HDH show a strong nega-
tive correlation as described earlier.
The seasonality of the hourly correlation between HDH and

solar irradiance showsmoderate positive results throughout the
year (see Fig. 21). This indicates that less storage is required to
use solar power to cover HDH in winter than for wind power.
The correlation is lower in Austria and NEU than in Spain, but all
three regions show a very similar pattern with the highest re-
sults in April and a dip in July and August. During the winter
months, the correlation is relatively weak in Austria and
northern Europe.
3.2. Climate change effect

3.2.1. Impact on the weather variables
To draw conclusions on the climate change effect with respect to

the weather variables and their relationships, we use projected
weather data by CMIP5 for the scenario RCP 4.5 (see Section 2.5).
The analysis is carried out for one exemplary location per climate
region: Madrid, Vienna and Stockholm. This Section first analyses
the overall development of the weather variables with a 5-year
trend. Since the data only provides daily temporal resolution, we
will talk of heating and cooling degree-days in the following (HDD
and CDD). The second part will evaluate the correlation coefficients
from 2020 to 2100.

Fig. 22 describes the relative change in the mean temperature
towards 2100 compared to 2020. For all three areas, a clear
increasing trend can be observed. In Madrid, the projected CMIP5
weather data estimates an increase in the mean temperature of
more than 10% until 2100. Additionally, the maximum temperature
Fig. 19. Northern Europe: Solar irradiance and HDH correlation coefficient (r) in
winter season [s] applying approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2) for the locations 1e6
as described in Section 2.1 (monthly correlation across the whole year [y]).



Table 13
Hourly solar irradiance and HDH correlation between locations during summer season in northern Europe (top numbers 1e6 refer to locations as numbered on the left)

HDH

No. Location 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Bodø Solar irradiance 0.46 0.22 0.33 0.48 0.48 0.32
2 Oslo 0.37 0.16 0.28 0.38 0.41 0.27
3 Trondheim 0.46 0.25 0.33 0.45 0.48 0.34
4 Gothenburg 0.45 0.19 0.31 0.43 0.45 0.28
5 Kiruna 0.40 0.17 0.26 0.42 0.39 0.29
6 Stockholm 0.42 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.35 0.14

Fig. 20. Hourly solar irradiance and HDH correlation coefficient (r) per climate region
for different time-periods (day [d], week [w], season [s], month [m]) applying
approach 1 (A1) and approach 2 (A2).
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rises by 8% in the last third of the 21st century. This is specifically
concerning because of the overall high temperature level inMadrid,
compared to that of Vienna, which experiences a similar relative
development. The long-term trend also shows a significant mean
and maximum temperature increase in Stockholm of about 5% to-
wards 2100. The minimum temperature level rises most remark-
ably (5e6 fold) in Madrid, while Vienna and Stockholm experience
Fig. 21. Seasonality: Hourly wind speed and HDH correlation coefficient (r) per month
(A1).
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a rise of about 45%.
As described in the introduction, solar irradiance is subject to

decadal brightening and dimming, which may explain the less
obvious development of solar irradiance from decade to decade.
The long-term trend, shown in the relative change of the mean
solar irradiance compared to 2020, however, indicates an increase
at least for Madrid (see Fig. 23). In Vienna and Stockholm, the
development of solar irradiance seems to be rather variable and
often lower compared to 2020. Madrid and Vienna show several
time-periods with higher mean wind speed compared to 2020 as
described in Fig. 24. Furthermore, a slow but steady increase can be
observed in the maximum wind speed in Stockholm.

The trend in the HDD towards 2100 shows the expected sig-
nificant decrease, with the strongest relative change compared to
2020 in Madrid of almost 20% followed by Vienna at about 10% (see
Fig. 25). In the long term, cooling is still only expected to be relevant
for Vienna andMadrid. The increase in themean CDD towards 2100
in Fig. 26 is substantial in both locations with about 180% and 250%
respectively compared to 2020, while also the maximum CDD in-
crease by around 45%.
3.2.2. Impact on the correlation coefficients
In the following, the absolute correlation coefficients based on

the projected data between 2020 and 2100 are analysed for the
selected location per climate region: Madrid, Vienna and Stock-
holm. With the daily resolution for the projected weather data, the
results are not directly comparable with the more detailed hourly
resolution of the historic correlation analysis. The herein conducted
analysis of daily data assumes daily storage. Nevertheless, the
development of the correlation coefficients smoothed across ten-
year periods shows various trends caused by climate change as
described earlier up to 2100. The correlation coefficient between
CDD and solar irradiance in Madrid and Vienna for the expected
Fig. 22. Relative change in mean temperature compared to 2020.



Fig. 23. Relative change in mean solar irradiance compared to 2020 Fig. 25. Relative change in mean HDD compared to 2020

Fig. 26. Relative change in mean CDD change compared to 2020.
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weather data between 2020 and 2100 is described for the summer
season in Fig. 27.

As was outlined in Section 3.2.1, the mean temperature is ex-
pected to rise significantly in Vienna and Spain for the considered
RCP4.5 projections, while at the same time mean solar irradiance
tends to increase slightly at these two locations. This also explains
the increase of the correlation between CDD and SR, with a higher
amount of relevant cooling days by exceeding the cooling tem-
perature of 24 �C more frequently. The increase seems to be slightly
more obvious in Vienna, which could be explained by the lower
overall temperature level, whereas the cooling needs have already
been frequent in Madrid historically. One important development
towards 2100 is an extension of cooling needs into September as an
extension of the summer, which is again more relevant in Madrid.

While the development of wind speed did not show any real
trend, HDD are expected to decrease remarkably at all three loca-
tions and most significantly in Spain. This seems to reduce the
negative correlation between weekly aggregated HDD and wind
speed (see Fig. 28). Fig. 29, however, shows the correlation between
daily HDD and solar irradiance in winter, which shows a slightly
decreasing trend. With HDD decreasing and solar irradiance tend-
ing to increase, their patterns match less in the future and the
Fig. 24. Relative change in mean wind speed compared to 2020.

Fig. 27. Projected average CDD and solar irradiance correlation in summer based on
daily data (2020e2100).
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correlation between HDD and solar irradiance is expected to
decrease in winter significantly in all three locations.

In central and specifically in southern Europe, climate change
shifts the focus from HDD towards CDD, which means that in
winter, less energy will be required to supply heating needs. This
will even be supported by higher building standards. In summer,
however, where renewable energy from the sun is conveniently
available and correlates directly with the temperature increase,
cooling needs can be supplied without significant storage needs.
The temperature dependent cooling needs will increase substan-
tially with the mean and maximum temperature increase.
Fig. 29. Projected average HDD and solar irradiance correlation in winter based on
daily data (2020e2100).
3.2.3. Discussion
The steepest increase in the mean and maximum temperatures

is expected in Madrid and at the same time solar irradiance is ex-
pected to increase. This would lead to higher solar resource avail-
ability to cover higher cooling needs in southern Europe, which is
favourable. The correlation between solar irradiance and CDD in-
creases, specifically in Madrid, from 0.2 to almost 0.3. The results
are still low given the rough daily time resolution. Vienna experi-
ences the highest impact on this relationship from 0.1 to almost 0.3.
An increase in the maximum temperature with an already high
level as in Madrid, nevertheless, can also have a negative impact on
the efficiency of PV power systems as described in Section 1 [53].
This would yet again require an increase in the installed capacity for
the same output. In Austria, temperatures are also expected to in-
crease while for solar irradiance no obvious trend is visible. A
measure to avoid the direct representation of warmer temperatures
in the energy demand for cooling is the improvement of building
standards in form of insulation and similar measures to prevent
buildings form heating up, such as shading through trees, which
also provides cooling outside the building. Especially for the
warming temperatures in Madrid, with an increasing amount of
days passing the cooling temperature of 24 �C, this approach could
be one solution to limit and adapt to the expected 200% increase in
CDD in the long term.

The projected increase of the minimum temperature could lead
to an increased potential of wind power generation in northern
Europe, which is often subject to icing in very cold temperatures, as
described in Section 1 [58]. This is favourable at least to meet a
growing amount of the still substantial heating needs with a
Fig. 28. Projected average HDD and wind speed correlation in winter based on weekly
aggregated data (2020e2100)
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renewable power source. In Madrid, HDD are expected to
decrease at about 20% towards 2100 compared to 2020, followed by
Vienna with a 10% decrease.

An expected decrease in the energy needs for heating through
climate change will even be exaggerated by an improvement in
building standards, which could lower the heating threshold due to
better building insulation.

The correlation between HDD and wind speed tends to decrease
slightly, similarly in all three cities with a decrease in cold days
below the heating temperature of 12 �C.

3.3. Limitations of the study

This work analyses the correlation between its main supply
sources wind speed and solar irradiancedwithout estimating po-
tential power production or defining areas of potential wind power
plants and urban areas with limited technical wind power poten-
tialdand HDH and CDH as temperature based heating and cooling
needs without estimating final energy demand. Since this work is
based on weather variables only, implications for actual energy
demand need consideration of additional parameters, such as en-
ergy efficiency measures on building insulation, comfort during
longer periods of heat and cold, impacts of other energy demand
sectors with progressive integration of the energy system.

The selection of locations has not been associated to the location
of wind plants or specific demand locations, but was oriented to-
wards covering a broad set of historic average solar irradiance and
wind speed levels, directions across the country, inland and coastal
locations, choosing capital cities. The differences between locations
can also be connected by the electricity grid, both on national level
and with connections to other power systems, which is not
considered in the paper. With respect to that, our approach tries to
obtain the raw or pure correlations between the natural source
availability and temperature dependent heating and cooling needs.
Another limitation is that we only consider a subset of locations,
which may not exactly represent the characteristics of the energy
systems involved.

The identified time lag between solar irradiance or wind speed
and CHD or HDH is based on an average calculation across all lo-
cations. We did not detect a significant difference for different lo-
cations in our analysis of wind speed or solar irradiance patterns
and the patterns of heating and cooling needs based on
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temperature. Our work did not reveal a significant improvement of
the local correlation between solar irradiance or wind speed pro-
files and CDH or HDH profiles by investigations between locations
in most cases (see Table 10 - Table 13).

4. Conclusions

This work was conducted to address the research gap in the
analysis of the correlation between potential natural energy sour-
ces, wind speed and solar irradiance, and d motivated by their
interrelations with climate d temperature derived heating and
cooling needs not only historically but also for future projections. It
aims at proving the hypothesis that there is an obvious relationship
between solar irradiance and wind speed and temperature related
heating and cooling needs. The results emphasize the importance
of considering differences in climate regions when it comes to
analysing the relationship between VRE and energy demand. With
the case studies in Spain - southern Europe, Austria e central
Europe and Norway and Sweden e northern Europe, the correla-
tions were analysed in three very different climates.

Our results confirm that the hourly correlation between solar
irradiance and CDH as a consequence of rising temperatures is
moderate to strong on a daily basis in Austria and Spain reaching a
strong coefficient of 0.8 in summer in some locations in Spain. The
correlation between solar irradiance and heating needs so far has
hardly been investigated so far but reveals substantial value in
renewable energy systems. After accounting for the time lag be-
tween the peak of heating needs in the morning in form of a
temperature decrease and the solar irradiance peak at noon, Spain
and Austria achieved moderate (0.40e0.59) results in winter. The
relationship betweenwind speed and temperature derived heating
needs, however, turned out to be more complex, specifically in
winter d the strongest heating period. The analysis did not show
an obvious correlation. Only monthly aggregated wind speed and
HDH data across the whole year match moderately at least in Spain
(0.41e0.56) and northern Europe (0.39e0.58). Assuming a poten-
tial distribution of wind speed or solar irradiance among the lo-
cations via the energy grid, our correlation results show that its
value is limited apart from some cases in northern Europe.

Understanding these relationships provides a basis for appro-
priate planning and forecasting in smart energy systems, with an
aim to use large-scale renewable energy sources, which naturally
cause temperature changes, most efficiently for heating and cooling
needs. With the analysis of the climate projections provided in
daily resolution and development of the correlations in the future,
the time-period for storage of wind and solar power can be
assessed. Madrid is expected to experience the strongest mean
temperature increase (about 10%) towards 2100, accompanied by
growing solar irradiance. A decrease in the yearly HDD and an even
more substantial increase in CDD can be estimated in all three
climate regions, most substantially in Madrid (�20% HDD
and þ100% CDD), followed by Vienna and Stockholm. The increase
in CDD, through temperatures exceeding the cooling threshold
more frequently, causes an increase in the correlation with solar
irradiance. At the same time, the correlation between solar irradi-
ance and HDD is expected to decrease in all regions. From the
supply side, the decreasing temperatures in northern Europemight
lead to less icing and reduce its negative impact on wind power
efficiency. Since this study is based on the mere natural resources
and temperature-derived heating and cooling needs, an investi-
gation of consequent energy demand needs to consider efficiency
gains as much as potential intensifications of the energy need
through, e.g. very long heat periods in summer or PV system effi-
ciency losses caused by very high temperatures. Smart energy
systems, therefore, should embrace the positive correlation
16
between solar irradiance and CDH as well as HDH, and account for
at least monthly storage of potential wind power to efficiently use
VRE for heating and cooling.
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